FOOTPRINT
...the next step

@ NORTH BUNDABERG

Big fun ephemeral art installations that last half a day!

* Ephemeral Public Artist, Sue Berry will work with your community to create a unique ‘FOOTPRINT’ that represents the nature and spirit of your place.

* FOOTPRINT is a 2m shape on the ground filled with items you bring along that represent you, your community or environment. Collect things from nature (eg nuts, leaves, stones, flowers), things from history (tools, collectables), personal items, items found that particularly reflect your experience of the floods and recovery, photographs, objects. The more the better! Share it’s story. All items you bring go home with you at the end of the day.

* FOOTPRINT process will be photographed and filmed and available for viewing on Facebook’s Sue Berry’s Art Page and Bundaberg Regional Council sites. Check out who participated in last year’s FOOTPRINTS.

when: 9am—12pm
Saturday 29th June 2013

where: Federation Park
North Bundaberg

Contact: Ann (Bundaberg Girl Guides)
m) 0438 532 763

‘Footprints, the Next Step’ has been made possible through funding provided under the Community Development and Recovery Package, which is a joint initiative of the Australian and Queensland Governments under the Natural Disaster Relief and Recovery Arrangements.